
SUPER
CHARGE
YOUR WORKOUT!
Get that energy rush 
without the crash, 
thanks to the NEW 
MUSASHI RE-ACTIVATE 
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THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
8.30AM Weights session. 
On Wednesday night 
we might focus on 
the upper body and 
Thursday morning 
we’ll focus on the
legs instead.
10AM-11AM Skills session.
11AM-1PM Physio and massage. 
Rest of the day off.

9AM Main footy session. 
10.30 Session starts. It’s our 
main session, with all our 

competitive stuff, tackling
and so on, and drills to

hopefully beat the opposition
at the weekend.

12PM Team meeting.
2PM Lunch is a bit later and guys
then have the rest of the day off.

DAY OFF. Guys will come in
for treatment, maybe do light
goal-kicking or touch with the
footies. We do our main session
two days before the game. It gives 
guys an opportunity to recover and 
fi ne-tune anything. I generally come
in and get physio and light massage, 
recovery sessions and an ice bath.
I feel pretty relaxed.

9AM Have breakfast – Weetbix – and
a coffee. Drink plenty of water.
12PM Get to the ground for the game
at 2pm. I have a Mars Bar and 
Powerade. I drink lots of fl uids
when I’m at the ground.
AFTER THE GAME A good warm-down 
and an ice bath. We also eat a lot of 
chocolate bars and sandwiches after 
the game.

STRETCHING IT OUT

OUAD STRETCH
The most important thing is you’ve got a nice posture, so you’re 
standing up nice and tall. Stretch your heel towards your bum.
If you haven’t got the balance, hang onto a wall or a pole or another 
person to support yourself.

Training

HIP FLEXOR
It’s fantastic for loosening up your hip area. That’s where your range 
comes when you start your sprint work so you can go a bit quicker. 
Push forward to get a nice stretch through there, and keep your back 
nice and straight. 

HAMSTRING STRETCH
My least favourite exercise. I’m not the most fl exible person,
but everyone varies. Go to where you feel comfortable and it’s 
important that you don’t overstretch that area. Hold it for 10 
seconds and repeat three times on each leg. 

CALF STRETCH
Once you have stretched your calves, you feel a lot of freedom 
through the lower legs, which then gives you the ability to
feel free when you run. Failure to stretch these suffi ciently
can result in injuries.
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